
BASIC PHOTOSHOP MOVES
DISCOVERING MATERIAL FORM 
FOR THE COMPLETE BEGINNER

1/ Make a file .
File > New> Decide on the size ( in this case; Select International paper-A4). - Enter

2/ Draw a simple shape using the polygon tool.
Select the shape  you want from the left bar . Drag and drop to place and size. Hold down the shift key to 
constrain proportions. 



3/ Experiment with the opacity settings if you like . This alters how see through ( or not ) the object is . You 
can find it in the right hand side panel.

4/ Or try a dffferent polygon. As before if you hold down the shift key at the same time you can constrain 
proportions. Choose a polygon that is most relevant to communicating your verb.



5/ If you want to alter the tone of the form you can select a new colour by clicking on the colour swatch 
in the properties window ( shown below). When you click on the swatch you will get more options . 
Click on the one you want to select it.

6/If you want to alter the orientation of the form; Select Edit> Free Tranform . The shape will be hihglighted 
and you can twist it by the cclick and drag at the corners and also strech and squash using the sides .



7/ If you want to change the shape from a hard edge to a soft one you can use the feather slider to blur the 
edges.



8/ Use the brush tool to draw freehand. If you hold down the shift key at the same time you will draw at 
perfect right angles.

9/ Use the brushes library ( right hand side)and brush presets to experiment with the type of mark, size 
and flow of the action. You can also access this through Window > Brush from the top drop down menu



10/ Import a texture you have photographed .
File- Place embedded- Select file - Hit Enter to place when you are happy with the position.
Because it is on the top layer it will block the detail below -

Transfer modes in the layers palette allows 
the colours in separate layers to ‘mix’ together 

in ways beyond the basics of adjusting 
transparency. It allows a relationship between 

layers that produces results that are more 
like translucent dyes / watercolours than 
opaque paints. There are many different 

types of transfer modes, and the best way to 
start building your understanding of them is 

through experientation. 

Transfer Modes (Making layers interact)



11/ Use the transfer modes ( right hand panel ) to overlay/ blend / mix the images . You can use the drop 
down menu in the layers palette.

The images below are all the same orginal image with different transfer modes applied. You can consider 
these 3 different works in order to achieve your required 30.



Adjusting your images
12/ You can also use the icons highlighted below to alter a number of things - Brightness / 
contrast/ exposure/ colour levels, turn  something black and white etc. Selecting these tools will 
add a new adjustment layer to your photoshop document - the best way to find out what these 
do is to experiment with each function . Ensure you have the layer selected that you wish to 
alter.

Please note that the resulting adjustment layer will operate on every layer that is below it. 



Example 1 ; Brightness /contrast .
Click on the icon that looks like a half shaded sun. Use the slider pop up to make an alter the image

Before      After

Example 2 - You can easily invert your image by using the invert key.


